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THE INSTITUTIONAL
FOUNDATIONS OF
COMMITTEEPOWER
KENNETH A. SHEPSLE
HarvardUniversity
BARRY R. WEINGAST
WashingtonUniversity
and Stanford University

Legislative committees have fascinated scholars and reformersfor
more than a century. All acknowledge the centralstrategicposition of committeesin
legislatures.Theconsensus,however, centerson empiricalregularitiesand stylizedfacts,
not on explanations.Weseek to explainwhy committeesare powerful. Weformulatean
institutionallyrich rational-choicemodel of legislativepolitics in which the sequenceof
the legislativeprocessis given specialprominence.Committees,as agendasettersin their
respectivejurisdictions,are able to enforcemany of theirpolicy wishes not only because
they originatebills but also because they get a second chance after their chamberhas
worked its will. This occurs at the conferencestage in which the two chambersof a
bicamerallegislatureresolve differencesbetween versions of a bill. A theory of conferencepolitics is offered and some evidencefrom recent Congressesis provided.

Legislative committees
have fascinated scholars and reformers
for more than a century. The early
treatisewriters(Bryce1893; McConachie
1898; Wilson 1885), reformersearly and
modem (Bolling 1965; Norris 1945), and
contemporary scholars (Eulau and McCluggage1984; Smith and Deering 1984)
all acknowledgethe centralstrategicposition of committeesin legislatures.Differences of opinion concerning the role of
committeespersist,but thereis a substantial consensus on a number of stylized
facts:
Committees are "gatekeepers"in their
respective jurisdictions.

Committees are repositories of policy
expertise.
Committeesare policy incubators.
Committees possess disproportionate
control over the agenda in their
policy domains.

Committees are deferred to, and that
deferenceis reciprocated.
Thereis, however, a troublesomequality to this consensus.The items in this list
(and there could undoubtedly be more)
describe or label committee power, but
they do not explain it. Explanationsof
these empirical regularities require a
theory. In the case of each of these stylized facts, that is, a theory is needed to
determinewhy things are done this way.
In many cases it is insufficientto refer to
institutional rules because many of the
practicesalluded to above either are not
embodied in the rules at all or have
evolved from them only slowly. It is
therefore necessary to begin the theoretical analysis from first principles.
There is an added advantage to a
theory that begins with first principles:
although formulated to accommodate
some stylized facts, such a theory will
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enforcementmay apply, we believe that
thereis much to be learnedfrom a theory
incorporatingexplicit enforcementmechanisms.
In our view, the explanationof commitIn a bicameralsystem, how is it possi- tee power resides in the rules governing
ble that changein the compositionof
the sequenceof proposing,amending,and
a committee or a majority in one especially of vetoing in the legislative
chamberis sufficientto lead to policy process. We demonstratea surprisingly
change (Weingastand Moran 1983)? important role for the last stage of the
Why are explicit procedures in the
legislative process, the conference proHouse of Representativesto dimin- cedure,in which bicameraldifferencesare
ish the gatekeeping monopoly of
resolved. The ex post adjustmentpower
committees (specifically the dis- conferred on committees in this forum
charge petition) rarely employed; provides them with subtle yet powerful
and when they are employed, why means to affect the voting and proposing
do they rarelyresult in law?
power of othermemberson the floor durHow is it that committees maintain ing the earlier legislative stages. Indeed,
their influence over policy change we show that the deferencegiven commitwhen, once they "openthe gates"by
tees on the floor is a naturalconsequence
bringingforth a proposal, majorities of the ex post adjustmentpowers wielded
can work their will in ways poten- by committeesin conference.
tially unacceptableto the proposing
In the first section of this paper we
committee?
briefly describe some alternative theoWhy do members appear to defer to
retical explanationsof committeepower.
committees, even to the point of
In each instance, we make explicit what
defeating amendmentsto committee we regard as the kernel of truth it conproposals that have clear majority tains, but we also point out crucialmisssupport?
ing elements that ultimately render it
incomplete. We provide the basic conOur explanationfor these stylizedfacts cepts of our own explanatoryframework
and anomalies emphasizes the enforce- in the second section. In the next two secment of agreements and arrangements. tions, we develop the logic of committee
The legislative world is one in which enforcementemphasizingthe importance
agreements are forged among autono- of the mannerin which the various stages
mous agents. But it is a world lacking of legislative deliberationare sequenced.
instruments or institutions that exoge- In the fifth and sixth sections we provide
nously enforce such agreements(Axelrod both theoretical and empirical detail on
1981, 1984; Laver1981). Agreementsand
the institutionalizationof enforcementin
arrangements,therefore, are subject to
conference committee procedure. In
the
cheating, reneging, and dissembling. the last section we pull our arguments
When an arrangementpersists over long
togetherand addresssome extensionsand
periods-long enough to allow students applications.
to regardit as a relatively robust empirical regularity-then either it is cheatproof and self-enforcing,in the sense that
Theoretical Foundations
no one has any motive to departfrom the
of Committee Power
arrangement,or thereexists a, sometimes
A number of ideas exist in the tradisubtle, endogenous enforcement mechlegislativeliteratureabout the founselftional
of
anism. Although the logic

yield new implicationsso that it may be
employedas a discoveryprocedure.Consider some anomalies that the theory we
formulatebelow can explain:
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dations of committee power; some of
these are at least a century old. A young
legislative scholar in 1885, for example,
characterizedthe veto power of congressional committeesby referringto them as
"dim dungeons of silence"(Wilson 1885,
69). As Bryce described it a few years
later, "a bill comes before its committee
with no presumption in its favour but
ratheras a shiveringghost stands before
Minos in the nether world" (Bryce 1893,
157). At about the same time, the minority leader and soon-to-be Speakerof the
House, Thomas Brackett Reed, emphasized another aspect of committeepower
-the advantagesof informationand expertise. He referredto the typical House
committeeas "theeye, the ear, the hand,
and very often the brain of the House.
Freedfrom the very great inconvenience
of numbers, it can study a question,
obtain full information,and put the proposed legislation into shape for final
action" (cited in MacNeil 1963, 149). A
third important aspect of committee
power is proposal power. Although employed only occasionallyin the very first
Congresses,the practiceof referringbills
to a standingcommitteeand not debating
them in the full House until reportedby
that committeeevolved duringthe period
of the Clay speakership (1811-25). By
1825 it had become standard operating
procedurein the House;and in the twentieth century, with rare exception, bills
originatein committee.
Taking some liberties, then, we may
describe the foundation of committee
power as consistingof gatekeeping,information advantage, and proposal power.
Underlyingthese is a system of deference
and reciprocity,accordingto which legislators defer to committee members by
grantingthemextraordinaryand differential powers in their respective policy
jurisdictions.
What is amazing about these foundations of committeepower is that nowhere
are they carvedin granite.Committees,as
an empiricalmatter, are veto groups that
87

may choose to keep the gates closed on a
particular bill. But parliamentary
majorities have recourse to mechanisms
by which to pry the gates open, the discharge petition being only the most
obvious. Why, then, do parliamentary
majorities only rarely resort to such
mechanisms? That is, why does the
system of deference to committee veto
judgmentssurvive?
The question of survival also arises
concerning information advantage and
proposal power. As empirical matters,
these are robust regularities. Yet the
Speaker of a contemporaryCongress is
relatively free to break any alleged
monopoly of proposal power held by
committeesthrough his right of recognition in House proceedings, his referral
powers, his control of the RulesCommittee, and his power to create ad hoc and
select committees for specific purposes.
Likewise, the contributions to information and expertise from the lobbyist
denizens of Washington's"K Street Corridor" and an expanded congressional
staff system mitigatethe alleged informational advantagesof committees.
Severalreasonsmay be put forwardto
explain how a cooperative system of
reciprocateddeferenceis neverthelesssustained. The first and least persuasive is
that no one ever has any reason to challenge it. The committee system and its
division of labor, it might be alleged, are
so successfulin parcelingwork that anyone interested in a particular subject
easily obtains membershipon the committee that deals with it. Under these
circumstances, deference becomes selfenforcingbecause there are no incentives
to upset the applecart. Needless to say,
this explanation denies or ignores interdependence among policy areas, fiscal
dependencies,and the prospectthat some
issues-trade, energy, and health, for
example-are not amenable to a neat
division-of-labor arrangement because
their incidencesare both substantialand
pervasive.
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deferencemust be sustainedby more explicit enforcementmechanisms. We discuss three such mechanismsthat committees employ to bolster their institutional
influence: (1) punishment, (2) ex ante
defensivebehavior, and (3) ex post defensive behavior.
A committee may discourage opposition to its actions (or nonactions) by
developing a reputation for punishing
those who oppose it. The current chairman of the House Ways and MeansCommittee, a ChicagomachineDemocratwho
knows how to keep score, was once
reported to have said of a particularly
obstructionistcolleague, "Iwouldn'tsupport anythinghe wanted, even if the deal
was for everlastinghappiness"(personal
interview). There is also the now classic
story of the efforts by Senator James
Buckleyof New York to reduce the scale
of the nefariousOmnibusRiversand Harbors Bill. With the "help"of the Chairman
of the Senate Public Works Committee,
Buckley'sassault on the pork barrelproduced only one result-the striking of a
projectfor the state of New York (Reeves
1974). These anecdotes aside, it would
appearthat the capacityto punishand the
generaluse of a tit-for-tatstrategyby the
committeeprovide precisely the basis for
the emergenceof the cooperativerelationship between a committeeand the rest of
the parentchamberso elegantlydescribed
by Axelrod (1981, 1984).
This explanation, in our view, is most
convincing in the distributive politics
realm in which the committee'sbills are
(1) of significanceto a substantialnumber
of legislators,(2) disaggregatableby legislator, and (3) introduced on a regular
basis. The first condition requires that
therebe some prospectfor punishingany
given legislatorin a mannerthat the legislator and his or her districtcannot ignore
-a condition not met by some highly
specializedcommitteeslike Agricultureor
Merchant Marines and Fisheries. The
second requiresthat the means to punish

A second, related rationale to explain
deferenceis not so sweeping. It suggests
that while the matchingup of work with
interested members through committee
assignments is not perfect, it is nevertheless sufficientto discourageviolations
of reciprocity(Shepsle 1978). This view,
recentlypopularizedin more generalsetting by Axelrod (1984), argues that the
long-term advantages of deference outweigh the occasional short-term disappointments and so serve to maintain
the system.
To sum up, the argumentfor deference
to committeesclaims that the benefits to
be secured by violating deference and
challenginga committee are either small
(as in the first rationale)or not worth the
costs (as in the second rationale). We
believe this argumentis incomplete and
that its premisesare not always plausible.
There are, first of all, too many opportunities in which it is worthwhile to
oppose (or to be seen to oppose) committee positions (Weingast and Marshall
1986). Second, the terms of deferenceto
committees are extremely vague. Third,
the behavioralforms violations may take
range from minor opposition (say, going
on recordas having some doubts about a
committeebill) to majorrevolt (introducing a "killer"amendmentor initiating a
dischargepetition). In short, the concepts
of reciprocity and deference are at best
convenienttermsof discourse.Theirvery
vagueness, combined with what we
believe are frequentand compellingoccasions in which a legislatorwill not wish to
honor them, greatlyreducesthe power of
self-enforcement as an explanation of
committeepower.
The puzzle of committee power remains. The idea of deferenceas a form of
self-enforcingex ante institutionalbargain
among legislatorscannot account for the
disproportionateinfluenceof committees
in their respectivejurisdictionsbecause it
cannot explain away the temptations to
defectfrom the bargain.To be persuasive,
88
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be available so that threats are credible.
The third requires that occasions to
punish be readily available. For many
committees, punishment of this sort is
availableonly in blunt form, if it is available at all.
A committee may induce cooperative,
deferentialbehavior not only by (threats
of) ex post punishmentbut also by ex ante
accommodation. Surely a committee
tries,when puttinga proposaltogether,to
anticipate what will pass in the parent
chamber. Similarly, it will weigh reactions to its killing a bill before actually
doing so. Such anticipatory behavior,
however, is hardly a basis for committee
power but rather is an indication of its
limitations. There are other noncommittee groups that share veto power with a
committee and may use that power
against committee proposals. Majorities
may "veto" committee bills by voting
them down. The Rules Committeein the
House may refuse to grant a rule for a
committee bill, thereby scuttling it. The
Speaker may use his power to schedule
legislationand to control debate in ways
detrimentalto the prospectsof a committee bill. A small group of senators in the
U.S. Senate may engage in filibusterand
other forms of obstruction. Any individual senator may refuse unanimous
consentto proceduresthatwould expedite
passageof a committeebill. In short, veto
groups are pervasivein legislatures;committeesare but one example.Consequently, ex ante defensivebehaviorby committees, necessarythough it may be owing to
the existenceof other veto groups, cannot
be regardedas an influence mechanism;
rather it constitutes a recognition of the
influenceof others.
Having greatly qualified the significance of self-enforcingreciprocity as an
explanationof committeepower, we have
sought more explicit enforcementmechanisms. We acknowledge a role for ex
post punishment and ex ante defensive
behavior. But neither strikes us as an
89

entirely satisfactory enforcement mechanism because the conditions for the use
of punishmentare not met in all circumstances and ex ante defensive behavior
accommodates the interests of others
rather than enforcinga committee'sown
desires. There is, however, a third mechanism with which a committeemaintains
its dominanceas veto group and primary
policy proposerin its jurisdiction:ex post
defensive behavior. We believe this to be
the most potent enforcementmechanism
and the least understoodor appreciated.
Suppose a committee possessed an ex
post veto. Supposethat, having molded a
bill and reported it to its chamber and
having allowed its chamberto "work its
will," a committee could then determine
whether or not to allow the bill (as
amended,if amended)to become law (or,
in a bicameralsetting, to be transmittedto
the other chamber).The ex post veto, we
assert, is sufficient to make gatekeeping
and proposal power effective, even
though theireffectivenessappearsto most
observers to be the product of nothing
more than informal reciprocityarrangements.
Consider gatekeeping first. Suppose
that some legislativemajoritycould, by a
dischargepetition or some otherbullyboy
tactic, threatento pry the gates open. If
there were an ex post committee veto,
then (aside from symbolic position taking) therewould be little point to this sort
of exercise.The ex post veto would ensure
that changes in the status quo adverse to
the interests of a decisive committee
majority could be denied final passage.
Indeed, the history of the dischargepetition suggestspreciselythis. Even on those
relativelyrareoccasionswhen a discharge
petition obtained the necessary support
(218 signatories), the bill of which the
committee was dischargedalmost never
became law.
Now considerproposalpower. Imagine
a major amendmentto a committeeproposal favored by a chambermajoritybut
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opposed by a committee majority. The
amendmentmight or might not pass, but
surely even its most ardent proponents
would have to consider whether the
amendmentwere distastefulenoughto the
committeeto triggeran ex post veto. The
existenceof an ex post veto would encourage the amendmentproponents to work
out a deal in advancewith the committee,
would lead to a pattern in which most
successful amendments were supported
by a committee majority as well as a
chamber majority and, in those few instances where anticipation did not discourage amendments obnoxious to the
committee,would triggersuch a veto.
In the remainder of this paper, we
explore in an analytical fashion the ex
post veto as the enforcementmechanism
that allows reciprocityand deference to
work smoothly. Although our model is
abstract and thus is consistent with any
numberof differentoperationalforms of
an ex post veto, we argue that the conferenceprocedure,in which differencesin
legislation between the chambers of a
bicameral legislature are resolved, provides the kind of forumin which committees get a "second crack" at a bill. We
believe this kind of ex post enforcement
mechanism clarifies and explains why
various forms of cooperation work in
legislatures such as the U.S. Congress
despite their transparent fragility and
vulnerability.

General Framework
We employ the well-known spatial
model of committee decisions, so let us
here brieflyreview its centralingredients.
The legislatureconsists of n agents (N =
{1, .. , n}), each possessingwell-defined
preferences (continuous and strictly
quasiconvex) over the points of an
m-dimensional Euclidean space. We
assumethe spaceis partitionedinto policy
jurisdictions:X, a k-dimensionalsubspace
of Rm,is a typical jurisdiction.Similarly,
we assume N is partitionedinto commit9o

tees, with C C N the committee whose
jurisdiction is X. We shall assume that
agent preferencesare separable by jurisdiction so that we may focus exclusively
on X. Thus, in X, agent i has idealpoint xi
and his or her preferencesare representable by strictly convex indifferencecontours.' For any x e X, agent i's preferredto set is definedas
Pi(X) = {X' e Xix' > i x},

where >i is i's preferencerelation.PW(x)is
simply the convex set bounded by i's indifferencecurve throughx; it contains all
the points preferredby i to x. If D is the
class of decisive majority coalitions so
thatA e D means JAI> n/2, thenwe may
define the win set of x as
W(x) = {x'lx' >ixforall ieA for
some A -D} = U (I PA().
AeD

ieA

In words, W(x)is the set of alternativesin
X that commandmajoritysupportover x.
Finally, we denote a distinguishedpoint,
x4?e X, as the status quo.
We note in passing the best known
characteristicof the spatial pure majority
rule model we have just described:for
almost every configurationof preferences
and any x e X, W(x) * 0. That is, except
under highly unusual circumstances,no
alternativeis unbeatable.This propertyof
win sets ensures that certain sets we
describebelow are nonempty.
We endow the committeeC in jurisdiction X with certain agenda powers.
Throughout we assume that C is a
monopoly gatekeeperin X. No change in
x0 may transpire unless C comes forth
with a proposal. That is, C has ex ante
veto power. Second, C has monopoly
initiationpower: (1) changesin x' in jurisdiction X must first be proposed by C;
but, (2) once a proposal is made by C,
competing proposals (normally in the
form of amendmentsto Cs proposal)may
be offeredby others. Monopoly initiation
power is proposal power under an open
rule.
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Finally, a committee that may withdraw one of its proposals after it has
undergone modification on the floor or
that is empowered to modify further or
rejectsuch proposalsin some otherforum
(say, in a conferenceproceedingwith its
counterpart in the other chamber of a
bicamerallegislature)is said to possess ex
post veto power.

In describing the various agenda
powers of committees,we have in mind a
specificsequenceof decisionmakingin X.
Committee C may initiate the legislative
process by proposing a bill to alter the
status quo, x0. Some potential proposal,
x, may make a decisivecommitteemajority worse off comparedto x0, that is, x t
PC(x0).3

In this case the committee will not

bring forth the proposal but instead will
exerciseits ex ante veto power by keeping
the gates closed.
If, on the other hand, there is a proposal x

e

opens the gates almost anythingcan happen,4 and the committee is virtually
powerlessto alter the subsequentpath. In
contrast,a committeewith powers at subsequent stages, especiallythe penultimate
stage, not only affectsthe subsequentoutcome but also influences the antecedent
actions of others by conditioning their
beliefs and expectations.

Rolling the Committee:
Limitations of Gatekeeping
and Initiation Power
To provide more precise intuition, we
develop an example that illustratescommittee power undervarious proposal and
veto conditions. Figure la presents a
three-personlegislature, operating in a
two-dimensionaljurisdictionby majority
rule. Agent 3 has various committee

Pj(xO), which also passes on the

floor, that is, xEW(xO),
then the committee
might wish to bring forth a proposal.
However, it is confronted with an ambiguousprospect.Shouldit open the gates
by proposing x

e Pc(xo)

n W(xO),it is en-

Figure1. Effect of Ex Post Veto

A.

tirelypossible that x will be amendedand
that the final outcome x' e W(xO)will
have the property that x'

?

(3

W(B1)

Pj(xO). Thus,

by openingthe gates the committeecould
get "rolled"on the floor and left worse off
than it would have been had it kept the
gates closed (Denzau and Mackay 1983).
If, however, C has a second move in the
sequence, that is, C has an ex post veto,
then it can protect itself from getting
rolled on the floor (or restore the status
quo if it does get rolled) and can influence the strategic moves of agents at
earlierstages of the process.
In our thinking about the institutional
foundations of committee power, we
place great weight on the implicationsof
sequencing. A committee with only the
power to move first-by opening the
gates or keeping them closed-essentially
possesses only blocking power. Once it
91
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powers. The points x1, x2, and x3 are agent

idealpoints and, to simplifythe figure,we
place the status quo, x?, on the 1-3 contractlocus; our argumentdoes not depend
on this feature. The set W(xO)consists of
two "petals"that are composed of the
points preferredto x"by the floor majorities {1,2} and {2,3}, respectively.
Ex ante veto power alone is strictly a
defensive tool. If x" lies close to X3,then
the committee can prevent subsequent
change by blocking any proposal. Figure
lb has the same setup as in Figure la,
along with various motions-B, A1, A2,
A3. We have also identified both W(x')
and W(B).At x0 a motion like A1 e W(xO)
will be vetoed by the committee(thereby
frustratingthe preferencesof a majority)
since A1 is less preferredthan x0. Should
the committeebringforth a motion like B
(since B e Pj[x"]),it foregoes any future
influence on the course of events. Once
the gates are opened with the motion B,
amendmentslike A1 are in order and, in
this example, A1 e W(B) n W(xO).Thus,
any point in the shaded region of Figure
lb, like A1, could result since all such
points defeat both B and x0 in majority
contests. (We assumeherethe amendment
procedure,accordingto which an agenda
consistingof x", some bill B, and amendments A1, . . . , At are voted in pairwise

fashion in reverse order with the losing
alternativedeleted.) In sum, the ex ante
veto-the power to bring motions to the
floor or bottle them up-is a defensive
tool and, while it mightbe valuableto the
committeebecause of its potential threat
value, it cannot assurevery much for the
committee.
Joiningmonopoly initiation powers to
the ex ante veto does not improvematters
much for the committee.Initiationpower
allows the committee to propose points
like B e PA(xO).
But such bills, once proposed, take on a life of their own over
which the committeehas little subsequent
control. Indeed,as we have just seen, B is
vulnerableto an amendmentlike A1 since
92

A1 can beat B(A1e W(B)),and then it can
defeat the status quo (A1 e- W(xO)).Since
A1 i P,(xO),a committee proposal can lead

to a declinein committeewelfareprecisely
because the committeehas no futurecontrol once it opens the gates.5
We have shown how limited gatekeeping and initiation power are as instrumentsof committeecontrol. The formeris
essentially negative and the latter provides no guaranteesunless expanded to
proscribeall amendmentsto or modifications of committeeproposals (closed-rule
environment).Inasmuchas we rarelyencounterlegislatures,empirically,thatprohibit modifications of committee proposals altogether,we are left with the conclusion that committee power is essentially negative. Any attemptby the committee to promote positive changes in an
open-ruleenvironmentinvariablyresults
in the possibilityof a declinein committee
welfare.Forany committeebill, B, that is,
it is almost always the case that W(B) n
W(xY)* 0 (i.e., committeebills are vulnerable to amendment); however, because W(B) n W(x0) ? Pc(xo), amended

committeebills may leave the committee
worse off. In short, once the committee
opens the gates, it risks getting rolled on
the floor.
Ratherthan jumpingto the conclusion
that it is inevitable that a committeewill
get rolled if it opens the gates, let us make
some finer distinctions. It is almost
always the case that no matterwhat proposal (B) a committee offers, there are
successfulmodificationsto it that may be
offered and agents with the incentive
to do so (W(B) n W(xo) * 0. However, such modifications need not harm
the committee. In Figure ic it may
be seen that [W(B) n W(xo)] fn Pc(xo) is

nonempty. The two shaded regions comprise the locus of modificationsin B that
both pass the legislature and leave the
committee better off than with x0. An
amendmentlike A4 will still be opposed
by the committee(becauseA4 i PC(B))but
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is neverthelessan improvementover x0 in
the committee'spreferences(A4EPE(X?)).
An amendment like A, will actually be
supported by the committee (A, E P,(B) n

P,(xW)).Thus, it is entirely possible for a
committeewith gatekeepingand initiation
powers to enhanceits welfare, even in the
absence of a closed rule. But there is
nothing inevitableabout it: while a committee might actively promote and support modificationslike As, and ultimately
accept modifications like A4, there is
nothing to prevent amendmentslike A1,
and thereare strongincentiveson the part
of majority coalitions like {1,2} to push
for them.

Ex Post Veto Power
Suppose now that a committee possessed ex post veto power in addition to
gatekeepingand initiation powers. Once
it has opened the gates and made a proposal and after the legislaturehas worked
its will, either accepting the proposal or
modifyingit in some germanefashion, the
committee now may either sanction the
final productor restorethe status quo, x".
A committee with an ex post veto possesses the power to protect itself against
welfare-reducingchanges in the status
quo. The ex post veto shareswith the ex
ante veto this defensive property. But
because of its position in the sequenceof
decisionmaking, the ex post veto confers
offensivecapabilitiesas well. Cominglast
in the sequence,it affectspriorbeliefsand
behaviorof other agents.
In Figurelb supposethat committeebill
B stimulatesthe floor amendmentA1. As
noted earlier, A1,

W(B) n W(xo), with

Member 1 and Member 2 preferringit
both to B and to x0. However, A1, PO(x0)
so that, with the ex post veto, if A1 passes,

then the committeewill veto it and reinstate x0.A vote for A1, then, is in realitya
vote to maintainthe status quo. But both
members 2 and 3 prefer B to x0. Thus,
despite a nominal preferencefor A1 over
B, Member2 finds the prospect of an ex
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post veto a crediblethreatand joins with
Member 3 in defeating all amendments
like A1. In short, while an agent like 1 has
every incentive to move an amendment
like A1 against B, sophisticatedcalculation induced-by ex post veto power leads
Member2 to departfrom a nominalpreferencefor A1 and vote againstit.
The ex post veto ensuresthat the final
outcomewill eitherbe x0 or an elementof
P,(xe). It thereforeprotects a committee
from beingrolledon the floor. One would
expect, as a consequenceof ex post veto
power, that many amendmentsnominally
supported by legislative majorities will
not pass on the floor if they are opposed
by a committeemajority. Such is the case
for all amendments in the one shaded
petal of Figurelb containingA1. Opposed
by the committee, such amendmentswill
be voted down by sophisticated majorities.
The ex post veto does not protect
againstamendmentsin the shadedregions
containing A4 and A5 (see Figure ic)
becausethe veto threatis no longercredible there. In these instances,the final outcome is still superiorto x"in the committee's preferences. The committee may
bluster, but it will not veto. Thus, some
amendments (like A4) will pass despite
committee opposition, and others (like
As) will pass with committee support.
These amendmentsturn out to be nonproblematicalfor committees,as we show
in the next section.
Thereis one aspectof behaviorinduced
by crediblethreatsof ex post veto (suchas
the case of A1) that bears furtherdiscussion. As we related in the introductory
section, much is made in the congressional literature of a system of reciprocated deference. But why is deference
practicedat all? Is deferenceunqualified
and honored always and everywhere?
Our predictions provide a more discriminatingexplanationof this aspect of
deference (or the appearanceof it) than
does the more traditionallore. In the case
of an amendmentlike A1, Member2 may
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appear to defer to the committee by
voting against the amendmentdespite a
sincerepreferencefor it; indeed, Member
2 may rationalizehis or her own behavior
in this way. Thus, one mightwish to label
this behavior deference.But it should be
clearthat it is deferenceto the ex post veto
power of the committee,not deferenceto
expertise or an instance of reciprocal
cooperation.In the absenceof an ex post
veto, we would not always expect to see
deference by Member 2; rather, if the
committee opened the gates in the first
place, we would expect to see members1
and 2 support an amendment like A1.
Likewise,even with an ex post veto, there
are some amendmentsto a committeebill
(even some opposed by the committee)
for which no deference at all will be
observed. An amendment like A4, for
example, will find majority support and
no deferencebecausethe veto threatis not
credible here. In our view deference is
endogenous, is not everywhere applicable, and is most usefully thought of as a
reflection of the strategic characterof a
situation. It is a property of a sequential
equilibrium(Krepsand Wilson 1982).
In this light, the anomaly begging for
explanation is not Member 2's counterintuitive, seemingly deferentialbehavior
but ratherwhy motions like A1 are ever
made in the first place. We can allude to
the symbolicposition takingof Member1
in moving A1, but this is surelynot a very
deep explanation.A more promisingview
incorporates the fact that agents, like
Member2, may not always be in a position to vote strategically(Denzau, Riker,
and Shepsle 1985). In moving A1,
Member1 seeks to defeat B with a "killer
amendment"that he or she knows will
ultimatelytriggera veto and the reinstatement of xe. Member1 exploitsMember2's
inability to cast a strategic(read: "deferential")vote. If Member2 is not disabled
in this way, then when A1 is moved and
defeated,we believe strategicrecognition
of the ex post veto is an explanation
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superiorto argumentsabout deference.
The dischargepetition may be thought
of in very similar terms. Suppose the
original bill were A1 and assigned to the
committeeof Figurelb. Clearly, the committee's disposition is to keep the gates
closed and not report A1. Since A1 e
W(x?),a majorityhas an incentive to discharge the committee of its jurisdiction
over this bill. Why, then, is the discharge
mechanismrarelyresortedto? And when
it is employed, why does it rarelyresultin
law? The ex post veto provides an explanation. Discharge petitions are often
not worth the effort because of the
strategicrealities. While they get around
the ex ante veto, they do not affect the ex
post veto. So long as the committeegets
to take a crackat the bill afterits chamber
has worked its will, it is in a strong position to affect the course of its chamber's
deliberations.Once again, it is strategic
calculation, not deference, that provides
the more compellingexplanation.6

Institutionalization of the
Ex Post Veto:
Conference Committees
In the United States Congress, as in
most state legislatures, a bill must pass
both chambers of the legislaturein precisely the same form beforeit may be sent
to the chief executive for his signature.
Should a bill pass in differentforms in the
two chambers,a process is set in motion
to reconciledifferences.7After the second
chamber has acted on a bill, the first
chamber may "concur" in the second
chamber'samendments. If, instead, the
first chamber"disagrees"with the second
chamber's amendments (or concurs in
those amendments with further amendments of its own), then the second chamber may "recede"from its originalamendments (or concur in the first chamber's
new amendments). Or it may, in turn,
concur in the first chamber'snew amend-
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ments with its own new amendments,
puttingthe ball back in the first chamber's
court. Although this process, known as
messagingbetween the chambers,cannot
continue indefinitely, the bill can be sent
back and forth several more times in the
hope that one of the chamberswill accept
the final position of the other. However,
once a stage of disagreementis reachedin
whichone chamber"insists"on its version
of the bill and the other chamber disagrees, then one chamberrequestsa conference, and the other chamber accepts.
While as many as three-fourths of all
public laws manage to avoid the conference stage, nearly all majorbills-appropriations, revenue, and important authorizations-end up in conference.
There is now a considerablebody of
rulesand commentaryon conferenceproceedings.8 Conferees of each chamber
(also called managers)are appointed by
the presidingofficer; these appointments
come principallyfrom the committeesof
jurisdiction at the suggestion of those
committees'chairpersons(some evidence
is providedbelow). Occasionallyan additional confereeis appointedto representa
particularamendmentthat the presiding
officer (in the House) believes will not
otherwisebe fairly represented(like Al in
Figure 1); but even in this exceptional
case, the views of the committee chairpersons are dominant.9 The conferees
from each chamber seek to resolve differencesin the respectiveversions of the
bill, and an agreement is said to be
reachedwhen a majority of each delegation signs the conferencereport.'0If both
sign, the report and accompanying bill
containing the agreement are brought
back to each chamberto be voted up or
down (no amendmentsare in order).That
is, the conference report is considered
undera closed rule as a take-it-or-leave-it
proposal."
The conferenceprocedure,describedin
simplified fashion in the preceding two
paragraphs,thus does two things. First,it

institutionalizesthe ex post veto and, as
described in the previous sections, gives
credibilityto the committee during floor
deliberationsin its chamber. Second, to
the extent that thereis some discretionon
the part of conferees on the terms to
which they may agree (see below), the
take-it-or-leave-ittreatmentof conference
reportsconfers additionalex post adjustment power on the committee.It is to this
latterconsiderationthat we now proceed.
We begin with the jurisdictionX, which
we assume is common to both the House
and the Senate, and the status quo x0e X.
Foursets in X are of interest:
win set of x0 in House
1. WH(XO):
2. Ws(x'):win set of x? in Senate
3. PH(x?):preferred-toset of x" of House
committee
4. Ps(xO):preferred-toset of x0 of Senate
committee
We have already seen from Figure1 that
the final outcome must be an element of
WH(xO). House majorities constrain
changes in x0. Likewise, in the Senate
Ws(xo)is a constraintset. To pass, therefore, the conferenceoutcome must be an
n WS(xo).The
elementof F(xD)= WH(xO)
status quo, x0, may be imposed by either
conferencedelegation (which we assume
to be the relevantlegislativecommitteein
each chamber)if a proposedsettlementis
not an elementof one of theirpreferred-to
sets, that is, PH(xO)or Ps(x"), respectively.
Thus, we have as a necessary condition
for a change in x0 the following set inequality:
F(xo) n PH(Xo)n Ps(x) * 0.

The ex post veto power of a committee
follows from the fact that it representsits
chamber in conference proceedings and
may refuseto agreeto a conferencesettlement. If the preferencesfor change of the
House and Senate committees, for instance, fail to intersect(PH(x")rl Ps(xO)=
0), then any proposed change will be
95
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The lattercurveis heavily shadedwhereit
has common intersection with F(xY) rl
PH(x0) n Ps(x0). Also, we have indicated
Sc
the bills, BHand Bs, that have passed the
respective chambers in different forms,
necessitatingthe conference.12
The respectiveconfereestake F(x') as a
and seek a negotiated settleconstraint
' Bs
_I
ment, say B*, consistent with that constraint. This normally requires a com/ 8 Feasible
/
promise in which the preferencesof each
/
I / PortionOf
chamber(as reflectedin BHand Bs respecContract
Curve
tively) are to some degree sacrificed.
Of C
Fosibl Portio
Indeed, in Figure2, the committeessacrifice as well, agreeingon an outcome less
/
/
preferred to them than their respective
chamber'sbills. Different configurations
of preferences,however, need not have
this property.
In the empiricalliteratureon conference
committees,much is made of who "wins"
in conference(Fenno1966; Ferejohn1975;
Strom and Rundquist1977; Vogler1970).
Sometimes the outcome is closer to the
House position, sometimes closer to the
Senate position, and sometimesit entails
splitting the differences between the
chamber positions. From Figure 2 it is
clearthat such outcomescannotbe attributed entirely to relative bargainingskills
or to which chamberacted first (explanations common in the literature).The nonCurverethefail
-elegaContrfaclto
of F(x0) means that some comconvexity
Curvei
Prinof Conteractio
set Feasiblehe
promisesare infeasible(they may lie outside FxP]). Moreover, the ultimate compromise,B*, may well lie closerto one bill
than to the other, or closer to one committee'sideal than to the other's.But once
possible.
We are not yet in a position to model again this cannot be attributedentirelyto
relative bargainingadvantages since the
conferenceproceedingsexplicitly, but on
the basis of the set inequalityabove, there relative locations of F(x0), PH(x?),and
are some additional points to be made Ps(x0)will restrictthe feasibleset of agreeabout the opportunities the conference ments. In Figure2, B* is about equidistant
from the Senate committee's and the
mechanism presents to committees.
Assume, then, that the set inequality House committee's ideal. But it constiholds. In Figure 2 we depict x", F(x4'), tutes the best the House committeecould
House and Senate committeeideal points hope for, given the constraints,whereas
(HC and SC, respectively),and the com- the Senate might have done better. In
mitteecontractlocus (PH[XIn PS[xj= 0). general, the configuration of chamber
Figure2. ConferenceCommittee
Bargaining

.... ....
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preferencesand of conferee preferences
will determine the feasible bargaining
range.
While the task of modeling conference
proceedings falls under the rubric of
future research, there are two more
insightswe can offer, one on equilibrium
and the other on comparativestatics. In
Figure3, B* is the negotiated conference
agreement (from Figure 2) between HC
and SC. It lies on theircontractlocus and
is an elementof F(xO)(not pictured).There
is no reason, however, to believe that
chambermajoritiesare content with B*.
SinceB * e F(x")and since it comes back to
each chamberunder a closed rule, it will
pass. But it is entirelypossible that F(B*)
* 0, as shown in Figure3. Nonetheless,in
these circumstancesB* is now an equilibrium. SincePH(B*)fl PS(B*)= 0 (i.e., B*
is on the HC-SC contract locus), the set
inequality is violated so that despite
clamoring from both chambers for
change, none will be forthcoming. For
every proposedchangein B *, at least one
of the conferencedelegationswill exercise
its ex post veto. Any such proposal will
die in conference.
Our model also yields importantcomparative statics results. An equilibrium
point, that is, a statusquo point for which
the set inequalityis violated, will be upset
by exogenouschangesin committeecomposition (but not by changes in chamber
composition not affecting committee
composition as well). In Figure3, if the
Senatecommittee'sideal shiftsfrom SC to
SC', an entirely new contract locus is
tracedout, and B* is no longer in equilibrium. This suggeststwo nonobvious comparativestatics implications.First, the ex
ante and ex post vetoes of committees
may neutralizeeven dramaticchanges in
chamber composition, slowing if not
bluntingaltogetherthe trackingof policy
with popular preferences.Second, committee composition changes, even if
restricted to only one chamber, have a
disequilibratingeffect. Thus, as Weingast
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and Moran (1983) discovered about the
Federal Trade Commission, dramatic
changesin the composition of the Senate
oversight committee (with no concomitant changes on the House side) in the
1970s were sufficientto set into motion a
major change in policy direction at the
FederalTradeCommission.

Committee Dominance
of the Conference
In order for committeesof jurisdiction
to possess an ex post veto, they must
dominate conference committee delegations. On the basis of the reportsof early
students of the subject (unfortunately,
without much in the way of supporting
evidence), such dominance has been the
case for more than a century (Rogers
1922; McCown 1927). We do not present
a full-blown empiricalanalysis here, but
in order to give some veracity to our
claims we have examinedall conferences
listed in the Congressional Information
Service's Annual Abstracts of Congres-
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Table 1. ConferenceCommitteeComposition
Number of Conferees Not on Germane Committee
1981
Type of Conference
Budgeta

House

1982
Senate

0
(15)

0
(12)

House
0
(15)

0
(168)

0
(187)

0
(155)

2
(190)

3
(155)
[171

0
(225)

1
(219)
181

3
(276)
[381

0
(8)

[1]
0
(187)

3
(399)

Senate

0
(15)

[11]

[121
All others

0
(10)

House

[3]

[2]
Appropriationsb

1983
Senate

2
(206)

0
(126)
[161

Source: Congressional Index Service, 1981-83.
Note: Cell entries give total number of conferees not from the committee of jurisdiction for each conference
type. In parentheses are the total number of conferees. In brackets are the number of conferences.
aNeither the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 nor the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1982 is
included here. Each was an exceptional situation involving an unusually large number of conferees.
bDoes not include omnibus supplemental appropriations or continuing resolutions.

sional Records and LegislativeHistories
for 1981, 1982, and 1983 (Congressional
InformationService, Bethesda,MD).
Before reportingour evidence we note
that a consequenceof the 1970sreformsin
the House and of the loose germaneness
restrictions in the Senate is that many
pieces of legislationare the handiworkof
several committees in each chamber. A
House bill, for example, might be
amendedin a nongermanemannerby the
Senate. Conferees are drawn from the
committees of original jurisdiction plus
additional conferees to deal (only) with
the nongermane Senate amendment.'1
Alternatively,it is occasionallythe case in
the House that the Speaker partitions a
bill into partsand commitsthese to different committeesfor hearingsand markup
accordingto theirrespectivejurisdictions;
in the Senate, multiplereferralmay occur
by unanimousconsent. Again, conferees
from all relevantcommitteesmake up the
delegation.14

In Table 1 we presentevidence on conference committee composition for the
conferencesheld from 1981 through1983.
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For each year, by chamber and type of
legislation, we report the numberof confereeswho were not membersof the committee(s) of jurisdiction. The data are
crystal clear in their message. On only
one occasion in the three years, was a
member-not sitting on the Appropriations Committee of either chamber-a
conferee for an appropriationsbill. On
only a handful of occasions (fewer than
1% in the House;about 1% in the Senate)
were noncommittee members conferees
for legislativecommitteebills. And finally, on budget resolutions only members
of the two budget committees were
conferees.
A furtherperusalof the data on which
Table 1 is based yields additionalimpressions, though we will not attach any
quantitativeweight to them here. First,it
is almost always the case that the chairperson and the rankingminority member
of the full committeefrom which the bill
originated serve on the conference.
Second, it is extremely rare for a conferenceto producean agreementto which
these two persons are not signatories;it
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Table 2. Subcommittee Autonomy in Conference: Appropriations Committees

House Autonomy

SenateAutonomy
Dominant

Complete

Complete
Dominant
Partial

18
2
0

3
1
0

Partial
2
0
0

Key:
Complete:The conferencedelegationwas identicalto the subcommitteemembership.
Dominant:Eitherone subcommitteememberwas deleted,or one nonsubcommitteememberwas addedto
the conferencedelegation.
Partial:Subcommitteerepresentationwas neithercompletenor dominant.
Note: Table includes Appropriations conferences in 1981, 1982, and 1983 exclusive of omnibus supplemental

appropriationsor continuingresolutions.

happenson occasion (for example,Chairman Hatfielddid not sign severalAppropriationsconferencereports),but we hesitate to draw any conclusions from these
events for they are likely to involve contextualdetails that are not availablewithout in-depthstudy of the particularcases.
Third, thereis considerableevidencethat,
in addition to full committee chair and
ranking minority member, the subcommittees responsiblefor the bill dominate
the conferencedelegation (see below for
some additionaldetails).
Committee dominance at the conference stage is perhaps the most complete
and certainly the most obvious in our
data in the area of appropriations.Moreover, the decentralization to the subcommittee level within each appropriations committee that Fenno (1966) describedtwenty years ago is clearlyevident
at the conferencestage as well. In Table 2
we display the evidencefor this claim for
all appropriations measures (omnibus
bills excepted) in 1981, 1982, and 1983.
Subcommittee autonomy is said to be
completein conferenceif all the members
(and only all the members) serve as
managers. Subcommitteesare dominant
when either one subcommittee member
was excluded from the conference or a
nonsubcommitteememberwas included.
Since the formercircumstancemay often
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arise with no political weight attached
(e.g., a Senator is out of town; a Representative is ill) and the latter occurredon
only a single occasion, most of the dominant autonomy occurrences are hardly
different from their complete autonomy
counterparts. Finally, partial autonomy
arises when more than one subcommittee
member is deleted from conference. As
the evidence suggests, subcommitteesof
both appropriationscommitteesnot only
take full responsibilitywithin theirrespective chambersfor markingup appropriations measuresand managingthem on the
floor but the same (relativelysmall)group
of legislators meets year after year to
hammerout a final compromise.
As a final bit of empirical corroboration, we have taken a sample of conferences by legislative committees from
the 1981-83 period to see the extent to
which the subcommitteeautonomy evidencedin the appropriationsrealmcarries
over to other types of legislation. The
results appear in Table 3. Of the 71
legislative committee conferences from
the 1981-83 period, we examined the
composition of 27 to see the extent to
which the subcommittee of jurisdiction
dominatedthe conferencedelegation.The
evidence of subcommitteeinfluencehere,
while not as overwhelming as in the
appropriationsrealm, is neverthelesscon-
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Table 3. Subcommittee Autonomy in Conference: Legislative Committees
House and Subcommittee
Membership

On Conference

Off Conference

House Members
On subcommittee
Off subcommittee

210
25

248
720

Senators
On subcommittee
Off subcommittee

136
35

72
204

Note: The populationsare the committeesof jurisdiction.The firstrow of eachpanelgives the numberof subcommittee memberson and off the conferencedelegation. The second row gives the number of nonsubcommitteemembers(but on the full committee)on and off the conferencedelegation.

siderable. In both chamberssubcommittee members dominate the conference
delegations.In the House they constitute
about 90 % of the conferees;in the Senate,
nearly80% of the conferees.More importantly, the mediancase is one in which the
conference delegation is drawn entirely
from the subcommitteeof jurisdiction.

Discussion
We have sought to offer a more
discriminatingnotion of committee veto
power, to embed in in a decision making sequence, and thereby to provide
a firmerexplanatoryfoundationfor committee power than has been provided
heretofore.Our theoreticalexamplesand
the accompanying figures illustrate the
methodologicaltools and suggestthe lines
of what is a fairly general argument.Of
centralimportanceis the role of sequence.
It matters, for example, whether veto
power comesfirst (as in gatekeeping)or at
the penultimate stage (as in conference
proceedings).An undiscriminatingtreatment of committee agenda power that
fails to distinguish between different
sequential properties of that power is
often misleading.
In emphasizing sequence and explicit
enforcement arrangements, we do not
intend to deprecate the ideas of selfenforcing agreements, implicit coopera100

tion, and deferencethat have constituted
traditionalstock-in-tradeexplanationsfor
committee power. Surely, all of these
operate. Moreover, our focus on ex post
enforcement is in no way inconsistent
with the fact thatmany participantsmight
themselves explain their behavior as
essentially deferential.It would not surprise us to find most legislators saying,
"Sure, I let those people over on Education and Labordo prettymuch what they
thinkis reasonable.And they do the same
for us on Armed Services.That'sthe way
things are done around here."We would
only claim that "deference" labels a
behavioralregularity;it does not explain
it. The theoreticalquestion of interestis
why that behavior is an equilibrium.We
have, in effect, sought to give deferencea
rational basis by embedding it in the
strategic realities produced by the
sequenceof decision making.15
Much work, both theoretical and
empirical, remains to be done. In the
body of this paper,we have only hintedat
the broadergeneralityof our argument.A
first-orderpriorityis to specifytheoretical
conditions more explicitly and generally.
Second,we need to understandcommittee
strategies better. What is the optimal
markupvehicle that a committeetakes to
the floor (see Shepsleand Weingast1981)?
What amendmentswill committee members themselvesseek to offer on the floor?
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To what extent do committees (party
leaders,backbenchers)anticipatethe conferencestage, and how do these expectations and forecastsaffect theirprior floor
behavior? Third, we have given little
attention to the strategic opportunities
available to noncommittee members.
Given the partial control by committees,
what strategiesmay noncommitteemembers pursue to influencecommittee legislation? Finally, how might we properly
model the conferenceitself, the objectives
of the participants, and the constraints
imposed upon them? These are all theoreticalquestionsupon which our methodology may be broughtto bear.
Empirically, there is a good deal of
qualitative description and quantitative
work in the legislativeliteratureon some
aspectsof the problemswe have presented
in this paper. Most of it, however, is not
tied to a theoreticalframework;and, as
we pointed out earlier, it is not at all
obvious to us that the mainpreoccupation
of this literature-namely, the question,
who wins in conference?-is at all illuminating. Conferees are constrained by
what will pass their respectivechambers
and this in turndeterminesthe feasibleset
of agreementsconferees may reach. The
evidencepresentedin the previoussection
on committee (subcommittee)autonomy
suggests an even more persuasivereason
for doubting the relevance of this question. The conferencemay be less an arena
for bicameralconflict than one in which
kindredspiritsfrom the two chambersget
together to hammer out a mutually acceptable deal. Surely on some (many?)
subjects-for example, commodity price
supports-the membersof the House and
Senate subcommitteess who control the
conference have more in common with
one another than either may have with
fellow chambermembers.
In our analyticalapproachto legislative
institutions,we have focused on the locus
and sequenceof agendapower. In characterizing legislative decision making in
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terms of who may make proposals (motions, amendments),and in what order,
and who may exerciseveto power and in
what order, we wish to emphasize that
these featuresare not merely the minutiae
of parliamentarians.Rather,they provide
the buildingblocks from which legislative
institutions are constructed. The results
presented here and by others elsewhere
show that differentmixes of these institutional building blocks lead to different
outcomes and, correspondingly, to significantlydifferentpoliticalbehavior.
In the context of the committeesystem
in the U.S. Congress,we showed thatproposal power and ex ante veto power are
insufficientto the task of institutionalizing an effectivedivision-of-laborarrangement. In the absence of some form of ex
post veto power, committeeproposalsare
vulnerable to alteration and, because of
this, committees have agenda control in
only a very truncatedform. It is unlikely,
in our view, that such a shaky foundation
would induceindividualsto invest institutional careersin the committeeson which
they serve.
Although our analysis focused on the
U.S. Congress and the manner in which
the ex post veto is institutionalizedthere,
it should be clear that our approach is
more general.Becauseit can, in principle,
be used to study any sequenceof agenda
control, it can be applied to institutions
that differ significantly from Congress.
Thus, we would conjecturemore generally that bicamerallegislaturesin which
committees are not the central actors in
resolving differencesbetween the chambers will not possess strong committees,
ceterisparibus.
It is in this regardthat the BritishParliamentis of some interest.The methodof
resolving differencesbetween two chambers of a bicamerallegislatureis of British
invention. The earliestrecordedevidence
of its practicecomes from fourteenthcentury England. But in England,as Rogers
(1922, 301-2) observes,
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It had fallen into desuetude even before the Parliament Act of 1911 so attenuated the powers of
the House of Lords. Controversies between the
two chambers are not serious, or, except in rare
Since the Government
instances prolonged....
stands sponsor for practically all legislation, a
conference between the Ministers and leading
Peers in Opposition is able to compose the differences and, indeed, ministerial responsibility is
ordinarily sufficient to prevent conflicts between
the chambers or the necessity for a conference.

The institutionsof cabinet government
reducethe need for representativesof the
two chambers to meet in conference to
resolve differences.The centralizedleadership of the cabinet confers agenda
power in both chambers on the same
single group of ministers. They possess
proposal power and they control (either
explicitly or through bargaining) the
amendmentprocess. Thereis no need for
ex post reconciliation since the cabinet
may choose policies that will surviveboth
chambersex ante.
A detailedapplicationof our approach
to this institutionis beyond the scope of
this paper. However, the outline above
suggeststhreeimplications.First,centralized agenda power in the Parliament
impliesthatpolicy acrossdifferentareasis
likely to be more coordinatedthan in the
committee-basedCongress. Because the
committee system in the Congress delegates agenda power area by area to different individuals with not necessarily
compatible goals, coordination across
policy areasis more difficult. Second, the
Speakerin the House of Representativesis
structurallydisadvantagedin comparison
to the Prime Minister in Parliament.
Because the Speaker holds few of the
critical elements of agenda power, he
must dependextensivelyon persuasionto
induce others to pursue his own objectives. On the other hand, the Prime
Ministerholds importantpowers over the
ministersbecausethey owe theirpositions
to the Prime Minister rather than to an
independentproperty rights system conveyed by seniority.16Third,we conjecture
that, becauseof the cabinet institution, a
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system of standing committees in the
BritishParliamentwould most likely lack
the sort of ex post veto with which congressionalcommitteesare blessed. By the
argumentof this paper it would be surprising if a full-blown committee system
of the U.S. type were ever to develop.
This is but another way of saying that
institutionsof ex post enforcementconfer
power on committees. In their absence,
we doubt committeeswould play the consequential role they do in the U.S.
Congress.
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1. The assumption of jurisdictional separability
does not preclude inseparabilities within jurisdictions. In most of our examples, we draw indifference
curves as circles, but our arguments extend more
generally to any convex level sets.
2. In later discussion, we relax this requirement
in order to determine what might happen if other
legislators have the capacity to pry open the gates.
3. For committee C, by P,(x) we shall mean the
set of points preferred to x by a decisive committee
majority. We do not here dwell on the characteristics of such decisive sets.
4. Formal rules governing amendments and
requirements like voting the status quo last do place
restrictions on final outcomes. Nevertheless, this set
typically contains a range of alternatives (some not
in Pc(xO)) over which the committee is unable to
exercise subsequent control. See Shepsle and Weingast 1984.
5. We assume here and throughout the paper
that all agents vote sophisticatedly (Farquharson
1969) and are able to anticipate the strategic moves
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of others. Thus, amendments to B like A2 and A3
will fail. The former actually beats B (A2 E W[B]).
But since it would subsequently lose to x0 (A2 i
W[x01), voters 2 and 3 vote against it because they
prefer B to x0 (even though 2 prefers A2 to B). A3
fails even though a majority prefers it to x0 since A3 i
W(B).
6. Notice that our explanation does not assert
that discharge petitions will never be used or never
work, only that they are unlikely to be used or used
successfully for bills like Al or A3. If, for whatever
reasons, the gates were kept closed on a bill like A4,
a discharge petition would work because the threat
of an ex post veto is incredible. Moreover, the discharge petition may be used strategically in this case
to force a committee to report a bill in a form or at a
time that is less than ideal from the committee's
perspective.
7. What follows is based on the masterful essay
by Bach (1984) on conference procedures.
8. The interested reader may consult the rules of
the House and Senate, the Senate Manual, Deschlers
Procedure in the House of Representatives, and
Jefferson's Manual. At the turn of the century, the
House and Senate codified procedures. The codification, conducted by Thomas P. Cleaves, clerk of the
Senate Appropriations Committee, bears his name
and is known as Cleaves' Manual of Conferences
and Conference Reports.
9. Dr. Stanley Bach of the Congressional Reference Service informs us that while the presiding
officer in each chamber appoints the conferees, their
selection differs in each chamber. In the Senate,
appointment is by unanimous consent so that the
presiding officer exercises no discretion in selection;
in practice, he proposes the list submitted by the
chairperson of the committee managing the bill. In
practice, the Speaker of the House does the same.
But the standing rules in this chamber give the
Speaker discretion (and instruction) so that the final
outcome is the result of bargaining between the
Speaker and the relevant committee chairperson.
10. Thus, even if a proponent of an amendment
opposed by the committee is a member of the conference delegation, his or her views are decidedly in
the minority.
11. Technically, the first chamber to vote on a
conference report has a third option-to recommit it
to conference (sometimes with nonbinding instructions). Given the press of business, this often has the
same effect as voting the report down. If the first
chamber does pass the report, then the second
chamber is left to take it or leave it (since the conference committee is disbanded after the first chamber's action). Finally, as a technical matter, if either
an ex post veto is exercised or one of the chambers
defeats a conference report, the bill is not necessarily
dead since the chambers may return to messaging or
may appoint new conferees. Again, however, the
practical effect is to harm, often irreparably, the
search for a House-Senate reconciliation.
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12. In the figure, both bills are elements of F(xO),
that is, either is preferred to x0 by both chambers. Of
course, this need not be the case inasmuch as the
common circumstance is one in which one bill, say
BH, could not pass in the other chamber. The particular depiction in Figure 2 does not affect the
points we make in the text.
13. An instance of this (and there are many)
occurred in the Cash Discount Act of 1981, a bill
managed by the House and Senate Banking Committees. The principal managers for each chamber were
drawn from these committees. But one part of the
bill (section 303) fell into the jurisdiction of Energy
and Commerce on the House side and Labor and
Human Resources on the Senate side. Additional
conferees from these two panels were appointed to
resolve differences in this section of the bill.
14. Thus, the Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1982 was marked up principally by the
House Armed Services Committee, but sections of it
were considered by the Select Committee on Intelligence and the Committee on Judiciary. Each of these
panels was represented on the conference delegation
with specific responsibility for those sections of the
bill falling in their jurisdiction.
15. Throughout we have emphasized explicit
enforcement institutions as the glue holding agreements together. In the story we tell about conference
committees, however, there is a key feature for
which we cite no explicit enforcement: Why does the
Speaker, in his discretion, appoint committee
members to the conference delegation? Without this
move on the Speaker's part, committees would lose
their post-floor deliberation role. Space precludes
an extensive discussion here, but we think the
Speaker's observance of this norm is a key to understanding what leaders must do to stay in office.
16. In this sense, there is an apt parallel between
the agenda powers of a contemporary Prime Minister and a turn-of-the-century Speaker of the
House.
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